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An Iguana 29 for the first time in Dubai
Iguana Yachts, a French innovative company has created incredible innovative boats,
carrying a powerful patent landing gear equipped by tracks able to carry passengers
on the water and inland in a very modern design and luxurious comfort. Iguana
Yachts brings boating to a level of enhancement that has never been seen in the
boating industry.

For the first time, an Iguana 29 will be displayed at the
Dubai International Boat Show
5 - 9 March 2013
Dubai International Marine Club - Mina Seyahi
Stand EX-10A
Trials will be organized every morning before the opening of the Show.
Please contact our local team for an appointment:
Steve Huppert - Mob: + 33 662 576 162
We look forward to see you there!
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The Iguana Yachts Experience
Embark comfortably onshore and within minutes you’re in the water, thanks to the ingenious
tracks, controlled easily using the smart command system. Once in the water, the tracks fold
away into the sides of the boat in less than 15 seconds. And you’re all set to cruise. Now you can
enjoy everything the exceptional Iguana has to offer, cruising at speeds of over 35 knots even
in choppy seas. The Iguana combines high performance with stunning design, aesthetic quality,
comfort and cutting edge technology.
This is what the Iguana Yachts boatyard was aiming for when developing its first two revolutionary units, the Iguana 24 and 29. A «French Haute Couture» ambition.
The Iguana 29 is an outstanding boat, combining remarkable performance and top-of-theline construction: teak finishings, bespoke leather upholstery and constant attention to detail.
It opens new horizons for yachting and is aimed at demanding clients looking for exceptional
product.
Despite all its ground-breaking technology, the Iguana 29 is very sporty, user-friendly and extremely versatile. Special care has been taken to ensure soft and comfortable cruising experience,
thanks to ultra-modern wave-piercing hulls. Whether on an intimate twilight cruise for two or a
sun drenched afternoon with friends, the V-shaped seating layouts guarantee a pleasant and
relaxing boating experience for all. Whether you’re looking for a family boat, a luxury dinghy, an
explorer or a boat purely for enjoying the sensations of cruising, the versatile Iguana 29 can be
whatever you need it to be.
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Press contact at the show:

Steve Huppert
steve@iguanayachts.com
Mob: +33 662 57 61 62
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